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ABSTRACT

Oligopsony, Institutions and the Efficiency of General Training

In oligopsonistic labour markets, firms have some market power, and a wedge is created between wages and marginal product. When oligopsonistic firms’ production technology requires generally trained workers, firms may therefore receive part of the returns to general training and be willing to pay for it despite its general nature. However this outcome is not efficient, in the sense that too few workers are trained and workers who are hired receive too little training. We consider how different institutions can affect this inefficiency. Industry-level minimum wages can remove the training inefficiency and provide workers with the right incentives to invest in general training. A training subsidy to firms can also be used to achieve first-best. Trade unions might also remedy the market failure, in two ways. First, if an industry-wide union has a direct say in the training decision and maximises the utility of a representative worker, it will choose the efficient level of training intensity. Second, firm-specific unions, through raising relative wages and reducing turnover, can increase training intensity.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we present a simple model of oligopsonistic wage determination in an economy in which workers require general training. Our analysis is motivated by empirical evidence on a positive correlation between trade union presence and work-related training, and which represents a challenge to the competitive labour market model. The predictions of our model are consistent with much of this empirical evidence.\footnote{Microeconometric studies show that unionised workers are significantly more likely to receive work-related training than non-unionised ones (see for example Booth, 1991; Lynch, 1992; Green, Machin and Wilkinson, 1999; Booth, Francesconi and Zoega, 2001). Cross-country comparisons also reveal that workers in Europe receive more work-related training than their counterparts in the United States (see for example OECD, 1995).}

We assume, in common with much of the recent training literature, that employers have some market power in the setting of wages.\footnote{See for example Stevens (1994, 1996), Chang and Wang (1996), Malcomson, Maw and McCormick (1997), Booth and Chatterji (1998), Acemoglu and Pischke (1998, 1999) and Booth and Zoega (1999). In their survey of oligopsony in the labour market, Bhaskar, Manning and To (2002) also argue that many otherwise puzzling labour market phenomena (such as wage dispersion and racial pay gaps) can be explained by the assumption that firms have some market power in wage setting.} Like Bhaskar, Manning and To (2002), we define oligopsony as being a situation in which employer market power persists despite competition with other employers. There are many approaches to modeling such market power. The particular approach that we adopt is of idiosyncratic match quality, as will be explained below, and thus some workers randomly change employer after they have been trained. Because of firms’ market power, there is a wedge between wages and marginal product and the incentives for workers to invest efficiently in general training are distorted, as we show in the first half of our paper. Although firms’ oligopsony power means that they receive part of the returns to general training and might therefore be willing to pay for it, there is no guarantee that this will be at the efficient level.\footnote{See Acemoglu and Pischke (1999) who also provide references to evidence of firms’ financing general training.} For this reason, it is interesting to see if particular labour market institutions can be thought of as a second-best remedy to overcome the problem of under-investment in general training, and this is what we investigate in the second half of our paper. An important new result
arises from our analysis: we show that minimum wages and labour unions can help reduce and sometimes overcome a market failure in the provision of on-the-job training. The predictions of our model are consistent with much of the available empirical evidence. Training subsidies to firms can also be used to achieve the optimal levels of training.

Our approach has implications for the trade union literature, which we extend in two ways. First, we model an alternative avenue through which unions have the potential to enhance efficiency — through negotiation of training as well as wages — that is distinct from the usual ways discussed in the union literature. Evidence that unions do bargain over both wages and training intensity is provided in, for example, Mahnkopf (1992) and Streek (1989). Second, we extend the existing literature on union bargaining structures (see for example Calmfors and Drifill, 1988; and Dowrick, 1989) by investigating how the choice of bargaining level — centralised versus decentralised — might affect wages and training outcomes.4

In the next section, we outline the structure of the model and its underlying assumptions. In Section 3, we consider wage and training decisions made by firms when they are unconstrained by any institutional rigidities in the labour market — what we term the benchmark case. We also show that the firm is willing to finance the general training that it provides to workers. In Section 4 we then compare this sub-optimal ‘benchmark’ outcome with the first-best level of hiring and training per worker. This amounts to assuming that there is a social planner who can internalise the training externalities by choosing the number of trainees and their training intensity to maximise the social returns from training. We show that the benchmark case generates the two types of training inefficiency: (i) too few workers are hired into the training sector, and (ii) those workers who are hired receive too little training. In Section 5, we suggest that an ap-

---

4 Most theoretical models of union wage and employment determination typically assume only one union and firm, thereby side-stepping analysis of the impact of the level at which bargaining occurs. And yet unionised industrial economies exhibit a variety of bargaining structures and varying degrees of coordination, which are likely to have an impact on macroeconomic outcomes — as emphasized in Flanagan (1999) — as well as microeconomic outcomes.
appropriately set minimum wage at the sectoral level can remove these inefficiencies. An alternative policy might be a training subsidy to firms. In Section 6, we compare the first-best and benchmark outcomes with that pertaining in a unionised labour market. We show that unions can increase social welfare by increasing training intensity, while reducing welfare by reducing the number of workers trained. Thus unions, while having the standard adverse effect on employment, can in other respects be welfare improving. Section 7 concludes.

2 Assumptions

There is Bertrand competition between two identical firms, \( i = 1, 2 \), and there are two periods. There is a perfectly elastic supply of workers willing to be hired into the training sector at the start of Period 1. During the initial period, workers who are hired receive training in work-related skills that are general to both firms in the sector. The production technology used by both firms is characterized by constant returns, but firms’ profit functions are concave owing to the training technology. Throughout we shall consider only symmetric pure strategy equilibria.

Each firm determines how many workers it wishes to train, sets a wage schedule and decides on the level of training per worker. Remuneration is lower in the training period but higher in the post-training period, as will be explained below. The extent to which remuneration is lowered in Period 1 depends on how much time workers spend in training, which also determines the extent to which post-training productivity and wages are augmented in Period 2.

At the start of Period 2, trained workers may choose either to stay with the firm that provided the training and produce, or quit to work in the other firm in the sector.

\(^5\)Our model differs from that of Booth and Chatterji (1998) who consider how a labour union might affect the number of workers trained where training comprises both specific and general elements. They show how a union acts to reduce the hold-up problem that arises if firms have some monopsony power and labour contracts are not legally enforceable.

\(^6\)Wages and productivity in the alternative sector are assumed zero for simplicity.
Workers once trained do not leave the skilled sector. The retention probability for each firm is a function of the wage differential between the two firms and individual workers’ stochastic preferences. Thus the labour supply curve facing each firm in period 2 is upward sloping. For simplicity, we do not model layoffs in the face of product-market uncertainty. Because some trained workers may quit, in Period 2 each firm will produce using some internally-trained and some externally-trained workers.

2.1 Training and training costs

We make the plausible assumption that there are two types of training and training costs. The first reflects induction training (such as in industry health and safety), which has an impact on the number of initial hires into the industry but leaves individual productivity unaffected. Thus at the start of Period 1, each firm hires and instantaneously inducts workers at the cost of \( c(N_i) \), where \( N_i \) is the number of workers trained by firm \( i \), \( i = 1, 2 \), and \( c' > 0 \) and \( c'' > 0 \). The convexity reflects diseconomies of scale in teaching through, for example, the firm hitting constraints of capital equipment required for training as the number of trainees increases. While this induction cost plays a crucial role in determining the number of workers each firm will hire, it does not affect the amount of general training each worker will receive once hired.

Second, each worker hired in Period 1 receives general training in formal courses. The amount of this training per worker — what we term training intensity — is endogenous. Given a finite length to the working week, the opportunity cost of time spent in formal courses is foregone production. Consequently this type of training affects each worker’s productivity in both periods. More formally, during Period 1, workers spend a fraction \( \phi \) of their time taking courses to acquire further general training, where \( 0 \leq \phi \leq 1 \), and then spend the remaining fraction of their time \( (1-\phi) \) in production. Thus \( \phi \) denotes training intensity. This corresponds to a stylized form of apprenticeship training, where

\footnote{See Eguchi (2002) who models layoffs and in which an additional role emerges for trade unions as commitment devices under contractual incompleteness.}
apprentices spend a proportion of the working week in formal courses and the remainder of their time on the job producing. Articled clerks are another example of this form of training.

Each worker has productivity corresponding to one diminished labour unit \((1-\phi)\) in Period 1, and \(g(\phi)\) augmented labour units in Period 2, where \(g(\phi)\) is a continuous strictly concave differentiable function with \(g'(1) = 0\) and \(g'(0) = \infty\), and we impose the normalisation that \(g(\phi) \geq 1\). The concavity of \(g\) reflects diminishing returns to training intensity, an assumption that is supported by survey evidence.\(^8\) Let \(v\) denote units of output prior to any augmentation by training and assume this is the same for all individuals (\(v\) might also be conceptualized as a worker’s innate productivity). It follows that output per labour unit is \((1 - \phi) v\) in Period 1 and \(g(\phi) v\) in Period 2.

\[8\] See for example Booth, Francesconi and Zoega (2001).

2.2 The retention probability

We assume that workers with identical skills and abilities have heterogeneous subjective preferences over the non-wage characteristics of employers. This heterogeneity in preferences gives firms a degree of market power over their workforce, as will be demonstrated in the following sections. These preferences are not known ex ante but are revealed while working at the firm. This assumption is analogous to that made by, *inter alia*, Stevens (1994, 1996) and Bhaskar and To (2001), and is a simple way of characterizing imperfect competition in the labour market, as discussed by Bhaskar, Manning and To (2002). Empirical support for this assumption is given in McCue and Reed (1996). This heterogeneity is the only source of uncertainty in our model.

We capture this heterogeneity in preferences over the non-wage characteristics of employers by assuming stickiness in the movement of workers between firms. Thus the retention probability (the probability that workers will not quit after training) is a function not only of the wage differential between the two firms but also contains a
stochastic component.

Following Stevens (1994, 1996:32), we denote the retention probability — illustrated in Figure 1 — by \( F(x) \in [0, 1] \), where \( x = \omega_1 - \omega_2 \) is the difference in wage rates between Firms 1 and 2 and \( F'(x) \geq 0 \forall x \). We assume the probability density is symmetric about zero, so that \( F(-x) = 1 - F(x) \). In industry equilibrium we have \( x = \omega_1 - \omega_2 = 0 \) and \( F(0) = \frac{1}{2} \). This implies that half the original workforce is retained.\(^9\) Hence, half the Period 2 workforce is internally trained and half trained elsewhere. Furthermore, we assume that as \( x \to \infty \), \( F(x) \to 1 \), \( F'(x) \to 0 \), and as \( x \to -\infty \), \( F(x) \to 0 \) and \( F'(x) \to 0 \).

[Insert Figure 1 near here]

If workers were perfectly loyal, we would have \( F(x) = 1 \forall x \). We will see below that the source of the market failure, and the reason why minimum wages or unions can play a remedial role if training intensity is on the bargaining agenda, lies in \( F(0) < 1 \).

2.3 **Timing in the model**

Unskilled workers are trained in Period 1, during which time they can both produce and undergo formal training, where the amount of formal training is endogenous. In period 2, trained workers either remain with the training firm and produce output or quit to the other firm, depending on their heterogeneous preferences for the non-wage characteristics of firms. The timing is shown in Figure 2.

\(^9\) This assumption is for tractability and convenience only. Other distributions would generate similar results provided only that some positive fraction of workers are retained at each firm.
Figure 2: *The Ordering of Decisions*

---

**Period 1**

A. Firms each set wages, training intensity $\phi_i$ and new hires $N_i$ and incur induction costs $c(N_i)$.

B. Workers spend $\phi$ of their time in courses and $(1 - \phi)$ in production.

C. Workers learn of their match quality over this period.

---

**Period 2**

A. At each firm, $FN_i$ workers stay while $(1 - F)N_i$ workers leave.

B. Each firm then produces with a workforce comprising retained workers plus trained workers "poached" from the other firm.

---

### 3 The Benchmark Case

The training sector comprises two identical firms. Each firm takes the other firm’s actions as given, and chooses training intensity $\phi_i$, wages $w_i$, and employment $N_i$ in order to maximise profits. The expected profits of firm $i$, $i = 1, 2$, are

$$P_i = (1 - \phi_i) (v - w_i) N_i + RF(x) (v - w_i) [g(\phi_i) N_i + g(\phi_j) N_j] - c(N_i)$$

(1)

where $v$ is the (inherent) productivity of a worker (which is independent of the total number of workers employed), $N_i$ is the number of workers hired by firm $i$, $w_i$ denotes the wage rate paid by firm $i$ and $R$ is the exogenous discount factor. The first term in equation (1) represents the Period 1 profits from employing workers, while the second term represents the discounted expected profits in Period 2 from employing skilled workers, where $R$ is the discount rate. The final term is the cost of giving the $N_i$ work-
ers induction training. The $i$-th firm will produce in Period 2 using retained internally trained workers plus externally trained workers who quit the other firm.\footnote{\footnotetext{Firm $i$’s retention probability for the $N_i$ workers trained by that firm is $F(x)$, while firm $j$’s retention probability for the $N_j$ workers that it trains is given by $F(-x)$. We use the symmetry properties of $F$, viz. $F(-x) = [1 - F(x)]$ to obtain the expression in (1).}}

Notice in equation (1) that the remuneration actually received by a worker is the wage rate multiplied by $(1 - \phi)$ in Period 1 and augmented by $g(\phi)$ in Period 2.\footnote{\footnotetext{Thus two period remuneration is $[(1 - \phi + g(\phi)]\omega$. Clearly, for the firm to attract any workers, this must always be non-negative (since the alternative sector wage is set to zero in both periods).}} Analogously a worker’s innate productivity $v$ is multiplied by $(1 - \phi)$ while undergoing training in Period 1 and augmented by $g(\phi)$ in Period 2. (In Appendix A, we demonstrate the robustness of our results to allowing $\omega_i$ to vary across time-periods. Since this adds to the complexity of the model without generating additional insights, we continue in the main text with the assumption that $\omega_i$ is invariant to time.) Worker remuneration differs across time periods, however, because the remuneration actually received by a worker is given by $(1 - \phi) \omega_1$ in Period 1 and $g(\phi) \omega_1$ in Period 2.

The first-order conditions for the $i$-th firm — which we now call Firm 1 — with respect to $\phi$, $\omega$ and $N$ follow.\footnote{\footnotetext{The second-order conditions for a maximum are satisfied, since the Hessian matrix is negative definite.}} We start with the first-order condition with respect to the training intensity $\phi$

$$\phi_1 : RF(x)g'(\phi_1) = 1$$

which says that the marginal benefit of increasing training intensity — in terms of the expected discounted second-period return — should be set equal to the marginal cost — which is the sacrificed output in Period 1. Wage rates are also set optimally:

$$\omega_1 : (1 - \phi_1) N_1 = [Rg(\phi_1) N_1 + Rg(\phi_2) N_2] \{(v - \omega_1) F'(x) - F(x)\}$$

The left-hand side term and the term in squiggly brackets on the right-hand side denote the marginal cost of increasing wages — which take the form of higher wage
payments in both periods to workers who would have been retained and poached anyway. The term in square brackets on the right-hand side refers to the marginal benefit — profits due to extra retention and recruitment. Finally, we have a condition for the optimal level of employment:

\[ N_1 : (1 - \phi_1) + RF(x)g(\phi_1)(v - \omega_1) = c'(N_1) \tag{4} \]

The left-hand side term represents the marginal benefit of increasing employment — this is expected discounted profits per worker for the two periods — and the right-hand side denotes the marginal cost, which is the cost of giving a new worker the induction training at the beginning of Period 1.

Notice that, given our assumed constant returns production function, the intensity of training, on the one hand, and both wages and the number of workers hired, on the other hand, are separable because the costs and benefits from acquiring on-the-job training do not depend on wages and the number of workers hired. Due to our chosen specification, both higher wages and higher employment reduce the marginal benefit and the marginal cost of training equally, and hence do not affect the firm’s training intensity decision.

Given symmetry, in industry equilibrium, \( \omega_1 = \omega_2 \). (The proof of this is given in Appendix B.) It also follows that in equilibrium

\[ RF(0)g'(\phi_1) = 1 = RF(0)g'(\phi_2) \tag{5} \]

so that training intensity is the same across firms in equilibrium.

**Proposition 1.** *Labour market stickiness, characterised by properties of the retention probability function \( F(x) \), drives a wedge between marginal productivity and the wage rate, and gives some market power to the firm.*
Consider Firm 1 only, since the equilibrium is symmetric. We obtain from manipulation of the first-order conditions:

$$\omega_1 = v - \frac{F'(0)}{F''(0)} \left[ 1 + \frac{g' (\phi) (1 - \phi)}{2g(\phi)} \right].$$

(6)

The equation embodies equations (2) and (3) and so implies that the marginal profits from increasing training intensity \(\phi_1\) and wages \(\omega_1\) are both equal to zero. Note that \(\omega_1\) is invariant to the number of trainees, given the assumed form of our production function. The term \(\frac{F'(0)}{F''(0)}\) measures the degree of monopsony power of the firm.

There are several things to note from equation (6). First, in the limit, as \(F'(0) \to \infty\), \(\omega_1 \to v\) and the firm does not earn any rent on the worker; this is the perfectly competitive labour market. In this situation, the worker would pay for general training, through receiving period 1 remuneration of \((1 - \phi)v\) and period 1 remuneration of \(g(\phi)v\). Second, there is imperfect competition if \(F'(0) < \infty\) and consequently \(\omega_1 < v\). We will show, in Proposition 3 below, that in this situation workers will not invest efficiently in general training. This is because their returns from any such investment are distorted through the fact that firms set wages oligopsonistically.

Equation (6) shows that the difference between the wage and the level of productivity depends on both the form of the retention function \(F\), and on the training function \(g\). Since \(g' (\phi) > 0\), \(g'' (\phi) < 0\), the second term in the square bracket of (6) is decreasing in \(\phi\).\(^{14}\) It follows that the wage per augmented labour-unit will be closer to \(v\) at high levels of training \(\phi\).

Now consider the number of workers hired by each firm in the training sector given by equation (4). The number of workers hired is decreasing in \(\omega_1\), which — as (6) shows — is a function of the form of the retention function \(F\) and the human capital acquisition

---

\(^{13}\)Rewrite equation (3), using the industry equilibrium results, to obtain \(2Rg(\phi)[(v - \omega) F'(0) - F(0)] = 1 - \phi\). Now substitute into this equation \(Rg'(\phi) = \frac{1}{F''(0)}\) — obtained from equation (2) — in order to give equation (6) in the text.

\(^{14}\)This is not a causal relationship as it only involves the equalisation of net rates of return to different forms of investment.
function \( g \). More workers are hired if the form of the retention function is such that profits are maximised at a low level of wages. This trade-off is shown in Figure 3.

[Insert Figure 3 near here]

Proposition 1 has shown that, in an imperfectly competitive labour market, the firm is able to extract rents from workers. These rents arise in our model because of workers' heterogeneous preferences or idiosyncratic match values. Although the firm wants to set wages to deter quitting, at the same time it also wants exploit any surplus from workers who are more likely to stay. The question now arises as to whether or not the firm might find it profitable to use these anticipated rents to finance general training. We therefore next consider sufficient conditions for the firm to finance general training, where the firm's choice of training intensity is denoted by \( \phi^* \).

**Proposition 2.** In a frictional labour market in which the firm gets rent from the employment relation and there is some probability that the relation will continue into the second period, the firm will invest a positive amount in general training, that is \( \phi^* > 0 \).

**Proof:** Expected profits from a given worker are \( \bar{P} = (1 - \phi)(v - \omega) + F(x)(v - \omega)g(\phi) \), and note that \( \bar{P}'(\phi) = [F(x)g'(\phi) - 1](v - \omega) \). Since \( [F(x)g'(0) - 1] > 0 \) by assumption, \( v - \omega > 0 \) implies \( \bar{P}'(0) > 0 \).

The firm is here willing to finance its chosen level of general training because it augments workers' productivity in a multiplicative way. As shown in Booth and Zoega (2000), our formulation gives wage compression as defined by Acemoglu and Pischke (1999): increased training raises expected productivity \( -F(x)g'(0)v \) by more than expected wages in the two periods \( -F(x)g'(0)\omega - (v - \omega) \) as long as \( F(x)g'(0) > 1 \) and \( v > \omega \).

In the following section we show that, compared to first best, the benchmark case developed in this section generates two types of market failure - (i) too few workers
are hired into the training sector, and (ii) those workers who are hired receive too little training.

4 First-Best Training Intensity and Hiring

To show the welfare properties of both training decisions – the number of hires and the intensity of training once hired – we examine the outcome were a social planner to maximise the social returns from training, $S$.

Because training is general, the productivity of trained workers is the same in both firms in the industry. Suppose that a social planner maximises the social returns from training (that is, the value of total output produced by all $N$ trained workers – both those retained by any firm plus those who quit to work in the other firm – less the costs to society of training):\(^{15}\)

$$
\max_{\{\phi, N\}} S = (1 - \phi) vN + Rg(\phi) vN - 2c \left( \frac{N}{2} \right)
$$

(7)

where $N = N_1 + N_2$. The first-order condition for training intensity is:

$$
\phi : Rg'(\phi) = 1
$$

(8)

which is analogous to that of Malcomson et al. (1997). This condition shows that the socially optimal level of training is such that the level of discounted future output created by spending more time training in Period 1 is equal to output sacrificed during training. This leads to our next proposition.

**Proposition 3.** In a labour market in which each firm sets training intensity unilaterally, each worker receives too little training relative to the first best.

**Proof:** Denote first-best training intensity as $\phi^*$ and training intensity set by the firm as $\phi$. Where training firms set training intensity unilaterally, the first order condition

---

\(^{15}\)The costs to society of training also include the opportunity cost of production per worker in the alternative sector. This is set to zero throughout the paper for simplicity, as noted earlier.
is given by (2), and thus $RF(x)g'(\phi) = Rg(\phi^*) = 1$. It follows that $\phi^* > \phi$ given the concavity of $g(\phi)$ since $F(x) < 1$.

The cause of the market failure is $F(0) < 1$. Some workers leave their original employer even when wages are everywhere the same in the industry. If $F(0) = 1$, the benchmark- and the first-best solutions would be the same. Thus it is the workers’ heterogeneous preferences for firms’ non-wage characteristics that drive the results.\(^\text{16}\)

The socially optimal number of workers hired is given by the following equation, in which the marginal benefit to the economy from hiring a worker into the sector is equal to the marginal cost:

$$N : [(1 - \phi) + Rg(\phi)] v = c'(N_1) = c'(N_2)$$

(9)

This leads to our next proposition:

**Proposition 4.** In a labour market in which each firm sets training intensity unilaterally, the number of workers hired is smaller than the social optimum.

**Proof:** A comparison of equations (9) and (4) reveals that, were the social returns to training in the sector maximized rather than firms individually maximizing expected profits, the number of workers trained would be higher ($N^* > N^e$). Intuitively, this is because the social planner does not discount by the retention probability, whereas each individual firm does.\(^\text{17}\) Thus too few workers are hired into the training sector.

## 5 Training Subsidies or Minimum Wages

We next address the question of whether or not the social optimal level of training intensity can be attained under different institutional arrangements for setting wages and training intensity.

\(^{16}\)Since $g'(\phi^*) = 1/R$, we also know from the properties of the training function that $\phi^* < 1$. It is optimal for trainees to spend some time producing in Period 1.

\(^{17}\)Recall that the social planner sets the opportunity cost of labour equal to its true value of zero, and hence this does not enter (7) or (9).
Perhaps the most direct way of achieving the social optimum is to give firms a subsidy which is based on the level of training that they provide. From equations (1), (2), (7) and (8) we can derive the required form for this subsidy. When the following function is added to the right-hand side of equation (1), then

\[ h(\phi) = R(1 - F) g(\phi)(v - \omega) \]  

and it follows that equations (2) and (8) will be identical. This implies that the firms would provide workers with the socially-optimal level of training. Note that the hiring subsidy is increasing in the discount factor $R$, post-training productivity $g(\phi)$, and the markup of productivity over wages $(v - \omega)$.

It is also clear from our model that the introduction of a minimum wage equal to $v$ would remove the training inefficiency and would provide workers with the right incentives to invest in general training. From equation (6), if $\omega_1 = v$ the firm does not earn any rent on the worker (this is wage rate in the perfectly competitive labour market) and therefore there is no incentive for the firm to finance transferable training. It would therefore be up to the worker to finance and decide on the level of training. In this situation, the worker would be willing to pay for general training through receiving period 1 remuneration of $(1 - \phi)v$ and would receive the full returns to training investments through period 2 remuneration of $g(\phi)v$.

However, minimum wages are typically applied universally and not sector-by-sector.\textsuperscript{18} Since investment in general training varies considerably across different industries, it is unrealistic to suppose that our model can be used to justify a uniform minimum wage for all sectors of the economy. What our model does suggest, however, is an economic rationale for industry-level minimum wages. It also suggests an economic rationale for appropriate training subsidies to firms.

Microeconometric studies of the relationship between training and minimum wages — so far all using US data — compare the training received by a treatment group of

\textsuperscript{18}It is interesting that industry-level minimum wages were phased out in Britain in the early 1990s and a national minimum wage introduced in 1999.
workers directly affected by the minimum wage to that received by a control group of unaffected workers. These studies produce mixed evidence. Neumark and Wascher (2001) reported evidence that workers subject to a minimum wage received less training, whilst Grossberg and Sicilian (1999) and Acemoglu and Pischke (2001) found no clear evidence that minimum wages affected training either way. It remains to be seen what the empirical evidence is for other countries.

There is another way of giving workers the responsibility for deciding on the level of training. Workers can form labour unions that assume the power to decide on the level of training as well as wages. We now consider two alternative institutions that might affect training efficiency: first, an industry-wide labour union with the power to set wages and training intensity unilaterally; and second, two firm-specific monopoly unions.

6 Unions to the Rescue?

6.1 An Industry-wide Union

Consider an industry-wide monopoly union, which decides both wages and the intensity of training in order to maximise the returns to its membership from training. This differs from the two cases outlined in the previous sections, since here the union sets sector-wide wages and training intensity, but each firm retains the right to determine its number of trainees. At the start of Period 1, each firm decides how many workers to hire and train. After these workers have been hired, the industry-wide union forms, and its membership comprises all $N$ workers in the sector. The union then makes a take-it-or-leave-it wage and training intensity offer to the two firms. We assume that the union sets the wage such that all union members remain employed. For this reason it is concerned about the

---

19 We differ from Acemoglu and Pischke (1999) in a number of respects. First, we allow both training and wages to be the subject of union negotiation. Second, we model the remuneration of workers during training as well as after training. Third, we investigate the degree to which the outcome varies depending on the level at which bargaining occurs.
cost of training the marginal member.

The union maximises the expected utility $U$ of its representative member with respect to wages and training intensity.\footnote{\textsuperscript{20} The retention rate does not enter equation (10) because the worker can transfer all of his or her productivity between the two firms, which are identical by assumption.} We assume that the utility functions are concave in wage income, $u(\omega), u' > 0, u'' < 0$. The problem is to:

$$\max_{\{\phi, \omega\}} U = (1 - \phi) u(\omega) + Rg(\phi) u(\omega)$$

subject to

$$P_1 = P_2 = 0$$

where the profit functions are defined in equation (1). Since the union’s available surplus is declining in firms’ profits, it will always choose as a constraint the lowest level of profits commensurate with ensuring the survival of the firm (i.e. with making non-negative profits).\footnote{\textsuperscript{21} The firm has to make non-negative profits otherwise it will not hire the marginal worker, but the monopoly union sets $\phi$ and $\omega$ so that the firm makes zero profits (since union surplus will be reduced if profits are strictly positive).} For this reason, in (12) each firm’s profit from employing the marginal member net of training costs is set equal to zero. Note that $F(0) = \frac{1}{2}$ in the case of an industry-wide union. The union cannot affect the retention probability because it only sets one level of wages for the industry. Notice also that $\frac{\partial P_1}{\partial \phi} = \frac{\partial P_2}{\partial \phi} = (v - \omega)(\frac{N}{2})[Rg'(\phi) - 1]$, using the fact that $N_1 = N_2 = \frac{N}{2}$ and $\omega_1 = \omega_2$. The first-order conditions are:

$$\phi : [Rg'(\phi) - 1] \left[ u(\omega) + (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2)(v - \omega) \frac{N}{2} \right] = 0$$

$$\omega : (1 - \phi) u'(\omega) + Rg(\phi) u'(\omega) - (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2) \left[ (1 - \phi) \frac{N}{2} + Rg(\phi) \frac{N}{2} \right] = 0$$

$$\lambda : P_1 = P_2 = 0$$

\begin{equation}
\end{equation}
The variable $\lambda_i (i = 1, 2)$, the Lagrangian multiplier in the constrained maximisation problem of (11), denotes the shadow price of the profit constraint, and $F(0) = 1/2$. This brings us to an important proposition.

**Proposition 5.** When an industry-wide trade union sets training intensity and wages, training intensity is at the efficient level.

**Proof:** In equation (13), it is straightforward to see that the second expression in square brackets has to be positive, and thus the first-order condition can only be satisfied when $Rg(\phi) = 1$. This is the first-best outcome given in equation (8).

Intuitively, the union is internalising one of the externalities that arises from the fact that the training firm does not benefit from the higher productivity of workers who quit. Industry-wide labour unions raise the intensity of training because their discount factor is higher than that of firms: workers own their human capital while firms can only hire it.

Proposition 5 survives an alternative specification of the union maximand. In the algebra above, we assumed that the union sets the wage such that all union members remain employed. An alternative maximand might be $\max_{\{\phi, \omega\}} U = \frac{n(\omega)}{N} (1 - \phi) u(\omega) + \left[1 - \frac{n(\omega)}{N}\right] Rg(\phi) u(\omega)$ as per the usual monopoly union model, in which $\frac{n(\omega)}{N}$ denotes the proportion of initially hired workers actually employed in the sector after the union forms, and $n' (\omega) < 0, n'' (\omega) = 0$. It is straightforward to show that, in such a model, training intensity remains at its efficient level (although wages will now be higher and there will be some unemployment of new hires). The reason for this is that the industry-level union always discounts the second period by $R$ unlike the individual firms that discount by $RF(\cdot)$.

---
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6.2 A Firm-level Union

Now consider the case of firm-specific unions. Suppose there are two unions in the industry, one corresponding to each firm. At the start of Period 1, each firm decides how many workers to hire and train. After these workers have been hired, the two firm-specific unions form and the membership of each union comprises all workers hired into each firm. Each firm-specific union then makes a take-it-or-leave-it wage and training intensity offer to the two firms. We assume that the union sets the wage such that all union members in the firm become employed. As workers cannot quit in Period 1 by assumption, they will never work for the alternative firm in that period. However, with probability \( 1 - F(x) \) the trained worker may leave the training firm at the beginning of Period 2 to work for the alternative firm. Because training is entirely general, the productivity of workers is the same in both firms in the industry. The objective function of the Firm 1 union can be written as:

\[
\max_{\{\phi_1, \omega_1\}} U_1 = (1 - \phi_1) u(\omega_1) + RF(x) g(\phi_1) u(\omega_1)
\]

subject to

\[ P_1 = 0 \]

where \( \phi_1 \) is the level of training and \( \omega_1 \) the wage rate in Firm 1. The first term in equation (16) gives the utility of the representative union member for the time spent producing in Period 1 and the second term gives the expected discounted utility for working for the training firm in Period 2.

The first-order conditions give the solution for \( \omega_1, \phi_1 \) and the Lagrange multiplier \( \lambda_1 \):

\[
\phi_1 : (RF(x) g'(\phi_1) - 1) [u(\omega_1) + \lambda(v - \omega_1) N_1] = 0
\]

\[
\omega_1 : (1 - \phi_1) u'(\omega_1) + RF(x) g(\phi_1) u'(\omega_1)
\]

\[ + RF'(x) g(\phi_1) u(\omega_1) - \lambda \Psi = 0 \]
where \( \Psi = [ (1 - \phi_1) N_1 - \frac{RF'(x)(\nu - \omega_1)\Lambda}{\mu} + RF(x)g(\phi_1)\Lambda ] \) and \( \Lambda = g(\phi_1)N_1 + g(\phi_2)N_2 \), and

\[
\lambda: P_1 = 0
\]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

With two identical firms in symmetric equilibrium, the first-order conditions differ from those for the industry union. Most importantly, the firm-specific union does not reach the social optimum with respect to training. The key reason for this is that the function \( F \) appears in the union maximand for the firm-specific union. This result depends crucially on unions not caring about the utility level of ex-members.

The equations also show that the firm-level union may set slightly higher wages than the industry-level one because it calculates that there is an indirect positive effect on profits when higher wages reduce quits and raise the number of workers poached. By raising the employer’s wages, the firm-level union will ensure that it retains and attracts more workers at the beginning of Period 2. However, there is an offsetting effect in the union’s objective function: A union that cares only about its members’ welfare and not about the welfare of its ex-members — as is the case here (see equation (16)) — will not press as hard for wage increases because the marginal benefit of doing so is smaller due to \( F(x) < 1 \). A comparison of equations (14) and (19) reveals that the first effect dominates if \( F'(x) > 1 - F(x) \), quits are sufficiently sensitive to wage increases.

Now suppose there is only one firm-specific union in the industry, so that the wage in the unionised firm is higher than in the non-unionised one. From equations (18)-(20) it should be clear that the retention probability goes up in the unionised firm. The union will as a result ask for increased training. We conclude that unions can also raise training if they affect relative wages and quit rates. But the downside is obvious: quits must go up in the non-unionised firms, and so also must the quitting externality, which reduces training further. On balance, we cannot say whether the average level of training will be higher in the sector than in a non-unionised sector since training goes up in the unionised firm and goes down in the non-unionised firm.
6.3 Empirical Evidence

Microeconometric studies typically show that unionised workers are significantly more likely to receive work-related training than non-unionised ones (see for example Booth, 1991; Lynch, 1992; Barron, Berger and Black, 1997; Green, Machin and Wilkinson, 1999; Booth, Francesconi and Zoega, 2001). Some earlier US-based studies have, however, found a negative correlation (see Duncan and Stafford, 1980; Mincer, 1993; Lillard and Tan, 1992; Barron, Fuess and Loewenstein, 1987).

This mixture of evidence presents a challenge to the competitive labour market model according to which unions should always be associated with a lower general training incidence and intensity. However, these studies are typically based on individual-level data, and hence there is no means of distinguishing the level at which bargaining takes place.

In order to motivate our discussion further we next use cross-country aggregate data for European countries to estimate the relationship between training and unions. The dependent variable is the percentage of country’s workforce (aged 25 to 54) in training in the 1990s and this is regressed on union coverage and union coordination. Coordination is defined as either formal or informal co-ordination between independent unions and employers frequently at the industry-level. (This should not be confused with centralization; for discussion of these concepts see Boeri et al, 2001:91). Our results are given in Table 1.24

---

24The data are for the twelve European countries for which we could obtain coverage data (Sweden, Finland, Norway, Denmark, Austria, Germany Belgium, Netherlands, France, Spain, Portugal). The dependent variable is the percentage of a country’s workforce aged 25-54 years in work-related training in the 1990s (OECD,1999: Table 3.2). The explanatory variables are the proportion of a country’s workforce covered by union wage bargaining (from Boeri et al (2001: 80) and the degree of union coordination ranging from 1 (uncoordinated) to 3 (highly coordinated) and obtained from Layard and Nickell (1999).
Table 1: The Correlation between Training and Union Coverage and Co-ordination, 1990s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>t-statistic</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>8.52</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>-26.38</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>70.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We find that training is declining in union coverage but increasing in union coordination, a finding that is consistent with our results earlier in this section.

7 Conclusions

We have found that, in a model in which the amount of general training is endogenous and wages are set oligopsonistically, workers will not invest efficiently in general training because they will not receive the full returns. However, since firms gain rents from the employment relationship, they may be willing to finance general training although not at the efficient level. In such a situation, we showed that there are several institutions that might help eliminate the inefficiency. First, an industry-wide minimum wage can provide workers with the right incentives to invest in general training. Alternatively a training subsidy to firms can also achieve first best. Second, we showed that a monopoly union has the standard adverse effects on employment - by raising wages, and making firms raise the intensity of training, the number of workers trained is reduced. But we also obtained a new result: unions can help reduce and sometimes overcome a market failure in the provision of on-the-job training.

When training is general to an industry, firms choose a sub-optimal level of such training, since they realise that workers would take with them any human capital when
leaving for other firms in the industry. But the human capital is not lost to society, so a market failure arises: private discount rates are higher than social ones. Unions can remedy the market failure in two ways. First, if an industry-wide union has a direct say in the training decision and maximises the utility of a representative worker, it will choose the efficient level of training intensity (as its discount rate is equal to the social discount rate). The industry-wide union internalises one of the externalities arising from the fact that the training firm does not benefit from the higher productivity of workers who quit. Second, firm-specific unions can reduce the quitting externality in their firms by raising relative wages, hence reducing quits and the employer's discount rates. While the second effect is known in the union literature, the first effect is new.

\[\text{[25]}\]

But since investment in general training varies considerably across sectors of the economy and so do stochastic quits, it is unrealistic to suppose that our market failure rationale for union bargaining over wages and training can be used to justify centralised wage and training determination for all sectors of the economy.
Appendix A

Investigation of equilibrium wages and training when wages are set separately in each period

Period 2

Proceed by backward induction. Suppose the firm sets $\omega_{t+1}$ at the start of the 2nd period before workers decide to quit. Firms want to deter quitting and to exploit any surplus from the workers who are more likely to stay given their stochastic preferences. The firm does not know the preferences of individual workers, only that a proportion of them will stay. Thus it cannot act as a perfectly discriminating monopsonist. (This is done for expositional ease, and does not affect the substance of the results. The firm might do this because it is costly/there is moral hazard in verifying workers’ outside opportunities, family circumstances, etc.). Then the firm:

$$\max_{\{\omega_t\}} P_{t+1} = N_1 F(x) g(\phi_1) (v - \omega_{t+1}) + N_2 F(x) g(\phi_2) (v - \omega_{t+1})$$

(21)

and the first order condition is

$$N_1 \left[ F'(x) g(\phi_1) (v - \omega_{t+1}) - F(x) g(\phi_1) \right]$$

$$+ N_2 \left[ F'(x) g(\phi_2) (v - \omega_{t+1}) - F(x) g(\phi_2) \right] = 0.$$ 

(22)

By the symmetry assumption, both firms will behave the same way, so $\phi_1 = \phi_2$ and $N_1 = N_2$. Thus the first order condition becomes:

$$2 F'(x) g(\phi) (v - \omega_{t+1}) - 2 F(x) g(\phi) = 0,$$ 

(23)

which upon rearrangement yields:

$$\omega_{t+1} = v - \frac{F}{F'} = v - \kappa.$$ 

(24)
Here the firm is taking advantage of the fact that workers are differentiated by preferences for working in a particular location. Worker remuneration in Period 2 is \( \omega_{t+1} g(\phi) = (v - \kappa) g(\phi) \) where \( \phi \) is determined in the first period (see below).

We can now write optimally chosen Period 2 profits \( P_{t+1}^* \) as:

\[
P_{t+1}^* (\omega_{t+1}; N_1, \phi, \kappa) = N_1 F(x) g(\phi_1) \kappa + N_2 F(x) g(\phi_2) \kappa.
\]

In the neighbourhood of the optimum \( \frac{\partial P_{t+1}^*}{\partial N_1} > 0; \frac{\partial P_{t+1}^*}{\partial \phi} > 0 \) and \( \frac{\partial P_{t+1}^*}{\partial \kappa} > 0 \).

**Period 1**

Now consider Period 1. The firm knows ex ante how it will behave to deter quitting in Period 2 as above, and uses this in conjunction with the incentive compatibility constraint when it sets its Period 1 choice variables. The incentive compatibility constraint is given in (27) below. It represents the fact that — to induce workers to participate in the training sector — they must receive at least as much utility as they would get in the alternative sector. The Period 1 profits function is given by:

\[
\max_{\{\phi_1, \omega_1\}} P_1 = N_1 (1 - \phi_1) (v - \omega_1) + RP_{t+1}^* - c(N_1)
\]

subject to

\[
\omega_1 (1 - \phi) + R\omega_{t+1} g(\phi) \geq \tilde{u} \equiv (1 + R) \tilde{b}
\]

where \( \tilde{u} \) is alternative utility, and \( \omega_1 \) and \( \omega_{t+1} \) represent first and second period remuneration respectively (in the sector). This can be thought of as the first and second period 'wage per efficiency unit'. Rearrange (27) to obtain:\(^{25}\)

\[
w_t \equiv h(\phi, w_{t+1}) = \frac{[\tilde{u} - Rg(\phi) w_{t+1}]}{1 - \phi}.
\]

\(^{25}\)In principle we could express the IC constraint as:

\[
\omega_{t+1} = \frac{\tilde{u} - \omega_t (1 - \phi)}{g(\phi)}
\]

and substitute this directly into the firm’s Period 1 maximand, and solve for \( \omega_2 \) and \( \phi \). However, the firm could renege on this contract at the start of Period 2, when workers have established their preferences for staying at a particular firm. The contract represented by (28) avoids this hold-up problem.
Notice that (using (24)):

\[
\frac{\partial w_1}{\partial \phi} = \frac{\partial h}{\partial \phi} = \frac{[\bar{u} - Rg (\phi) (v - \kappa) - Rg' (\phi) (v - \kappa) (1 - \phi)]}{(1 - \phi)^2}.
\]  

(29)

Differentiation of (25) with respect to \( \phi \) yields:

\[-(v - h) - (1 - \phi) \frac{\partial h}{\partial \phi} + RF (x) g' (\phi) \kappa = 0\]

(30)

\[\left[Rg' (\phi) - 1 - \frac{\kappa}{v} (1 - F)\right] = 1.\]

(31)

Notice that if \( F = 1 \), or if \( \kappa = 0 \), then (31) collapses to the first best solution of \( Rg' = 1 \).

Intuitively this is because it is only the lack of competition induced by the stochastic quits that provides any surplus for training firms — otherwise they would simply not train.

**Appendix B**

**Proof of Existence and Uniqueness of Symmetric Equilibrium for the Industry**

Profits for Firm 1 can be written as:

\[P_1 = (1 - \phi_1) (v - \omega_1) N_1 + Rg (\phi_1) (v - \omega_1) F (x) N_1 \]

\[+ Rg (\phi_2) (v - \omega_1) F (x) N_2 - c (N_1).\]

(32)

Maximisation of (32) with respect to training intensity \( \phi \) and wages \( \omega \) respectively gives:

\[RF (x) g' (\phi_1) = 1\]

(33)

\[\left[Rg (\phi_1) N_1 + Rg (\phi_2) N_2\right] \{(v - \omega_1) F' (x) - F (x)\} = (1 - \phi_1) N_1.\]

(34)
The analogous expected profit equation for Firm 2 is:

\[ P_2 = (1 - \phi_2) (v - \omega_2) N_2 + Rg (\phi_2) (v - \omega_2) F(-x) N_2 + Rg (\phi_1) (v - \omega_2) F(-x) N_1. \]  

(35)

The first order conditions of Firm 2 are:

\[ RF(-x) g' (\phi_2) = 1 \]  

(36)

\[ [Rg(\phi_1) N_1 + Rg(\phi_2) N_2] \{(v - \omega_2) F'(-x) - F(-x)\} = (1 - \phi_2) N_2. \]  

(37)

Now subtract (37) from (34) to obtain:

\[ \frac{(1 - \phi_2) N_2 - (1 - \phi_1) N_1}{Rg(\phi_2) N_2 + Rg(\phi_1) N_1} = [xF'(x) + 2F(x) - 1]. \]  

(38)

Rearrange (38) and define the following function, assumed to be continuous from continuity of the underlying functions:

\[ \Psi(x) = [xF'(x) + 2F(x) - 1] - \left[ \frac{(1 - \phi_2) N_2 - (1 - \phi_1) N_1}{Rg(\phi_2) N_2 + Rg(\phi_1) N_1} \right] \]  

(39)

We now show existence of an industry equilibrium by showing that equation (39) only holds for \( x = 0 \), that is \( \omega_1 = \omega_2 \).

Case 1: \( x \to \infty \)

From the properties of the retention function, \( F(x) \), we know that as \( x \equiv (\omega_1 - \omega_2) \to \infty \), \( F(x) \to 1 \) and \( F'(x) \to 0 \). Equation (39) now becomes

\[ 1 + \frac{1 - \phi_1}{Rg(\phi_1)} > 0 \]  

(40)

since \( N_2 = 0 \) when \( x \to \infty \). Hence \( \Psi(x) > 0 \) as \( x \to \infty \).

Case 2: \( \omega_1 = \omega_2 \)

Here \( F(x) = 1/2 \) and the first term in (39) disappears. The equation can only hold if the second term is equal to zero also. Since \( x = 0 \) we can equate (33) and (36) to obtain \( \phi_1 = \phi_2 \). Thus (39) only holds if \( N_1 = N_2 \). This implies \( \Psi(x) = 0 \) if \( x = 0 \).
Case 3: \( x \to -\infty \)

As \( x \to -\infty \), \( F(x) \to 0 \) and \( F'(x) \to 0 \). Equation (39) now reads as

\[
-1 - \frac{1 - \phi_2}{Rg(\phi_2)} < 0.
\]

To guarantee uniqueness of the symmetric equilibrium \( \omega_1 = \omega_2 \), note that

\[
\Psi'(x) = 3F'(x) + xF''(x).
\]

Hence \( \Psi(x) < 0 \) as \( x \to \infty \).

A sufficient condition for uniqueness of solution \( \omega_1 = \omega_2 \) is \( 3F'(x) > -xF''(x) \) since \( xF'(x) < 0, \forall x \).
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